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EDITORIAL GUIDELINES ISSUESEDITORIAL GUIDELINES ISSUESEDITORIAL GUIDELINES ISSUESEDITORIAL GUIDELINES ISSUES    
    
This guidance note should be considered in conjunction with the following Editorial 
Guidelines: 
    

• Harm and Offence    
See Editorial Guidelines Section 5 Harm & Offence: Audience Expectations, Content 
Information and Violence 

 

• Privacy 
See Editorial Guidelines Section 7 Privacy: Reporting Death, Suffering and Distress 

 
    

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTSSUMMARY OF MAIN POINTSSUMMARY OF MAIN POINTSSUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS    
    

• The strongest images of violence should be used with care and need to be 
clearly editorially justified as necessary to the proper understanding of the 
story if they are to be acceptable to the audience.  

 
• News teams should apply consistent editorial values to content, regardless 

of the availability of material. CCTV and footage shot on mobile phones is 
readily available but audiences still expect the BBC to apply rigorous 
editorial principles to the selection of material. 

 
• There are very few circumstances in which it is editorially justified to 

broadcast the moment of death. 
 

• It is advisable to give warnings or information about exceptionally strong or 
disturbing images before a report begins. 

 
• Strong images of violence may have different levels of acceptability to 

audiences according to whether they are used in a news bulletin or a 
documentary. The channel on which a news bulletin appears and the 
familiarity of a documentary brand are also important to forming audience 
expectations. 

 
• An online story may have the capacity to extend an item further than a 

linear broadcast, but content makers should ensure that the editorial 
principles that underpin judgements on violent content are in line with the 
linear counterpart.  
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
When real life violence, or its aftermath, is shown on television or reported online, 
we need to strike a balance between the demands of accuracy and the dangers of 
desensitisation or causing unjustified distress.   
 
Our audiences value clear and factual news reporting delivered by BBC journalists 
they recognise and trust. They also appreciate that arresting, strong and 
sometimes violent images play a vital part in engaging viewers in a story.  
 
At the same time, the use of violent images in news and documentaries require 
fine judgements which take account of audience expectations of content they are 
likely to see. Such expectations are informed by the context in which the images 
are used – including the nature of the output, scheduling, and the editorial 
purpose served by the images. 
 
 

General Acceptability of Strong and Violent ImagesGeneral Acceptability of Strong and Violent ImagesGeneral Acceptability of Strong and Violent ImagesGeneral Acceptability of Strong and Violent Images    
    
The strongest images of violence should be used with care and need to be clearly 
editorially justified as necessary to the proper understanding of the story if they 
are to be acceptable to the audience.  
 
Audiences do believe that strong images should be used if they feel the subject 
demands it and if the editorial justification is clear to them. They recognise a need 
for television news to sometimes push the boundaries and make an exceptional 
decision to show more robust images to fully convey the intensity of a story. 
However, our audiences are quick to spot gratuitous or sensational use of violent 
images.   
 
News teams should apply consistent editorial values to content, regardless of 
where it comes from. CCTV and mobile phone footage is readily available but 
audiences still expect the BBC to apply rigorous editorial principles to the 
selection of material. For example, the mere availability of mobile phone footage 
of a fight in the street or in a school playground may not be sufficient to merit it 
being shown on television or played online. We should consider whether the 
images tell a story of real significance or are simply being used because the 
footage was available. 
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Audiences generally have a greater capacity for strong images in the coverage of 
natural disasters such as floods or earthquakes. They are less comfortable when 
the tragedy is directly caused by humans, such as shooting sprees or images of 
neglect or abuse. 
 
There are very few circumstances in which it is editorially justified to broadcast 
the moment of death. Such images are still considered to be taboo by many 
viewers; therefore any proposal to include them in a news bulletin or documentary 
needs the most careful consideration. 
 
Other areas of sensitivity include cruelty to the vulnerable and defenceless, 
especially children and animals. In particular, in reports involving paedophilia, 
viewers have appreciated restraint when it comes to imagery and to reporting 
details of the crimes committed against children. 
 

(See Guidance: Recording the Natural World) 

 

Audience ExpectationsAudience ExpectationsAudience ExpectationsAudience Expectations    
    
Channel and SchedulingChannel and SchedulingChannel and SchedulingChannel and Scheduling    
Viewers believe news bulletins should be sensitive to different audiences and take 
into account the watershed when making editorial decisions about the strength 
and potential impact of strong images and stories.  Although viewers of news 
bulletins expect some strong material, they appreciate information which enables 
them to make a decision about which items they and their children should watch.  
Warnings are advisable before reports containing exceptionally strong or 
disturbing images; 
 
Viewers do expect different material on pre and post-watershed bulletins; 
Parents, in particular, appreciate that stronger material may be shown in post-
watershed bulletins and this allows them to make informed decisions on behalf of 
their children.  
 
The channel on which a news bulletin appears is also important to forming 
audience expectation. BBC One news bulletins are regarded as an integral part of 
the channel’s schedule, hence viewers, while understanding there may be strong 
images in bulletins, still carry with them the expectations of a broad, family-
based channel. Those same expectations do not exist for rolling news channels – 
which are considered to appeal to a primarily adult audience. Nevertheless, rolling 
news output should still ensure that very strong images of violence are used 
sparingly within the schedules, and are editorially justified on each occasion they 
are used. Distressing images should not serve as a ‘backdrop’ or ‘wallpaper’ to 
interviews or the presentation of facts and figures – this risks devaluing the 
images and their significance.  
 
Expectations of GenreExpectations of GenreExpectations of GenreExpectations of Genre    
Strong images of violence may have different levels of acceptability to audiences 
according to whether they are used in a news bulletin or a documentary.  
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A strong image will have a greater impact when included in a brief news item, so 
care should be taken especially when selecting clips from a long-form 
programme.  There isn’t enough time to set the scene and make the context clear, 
essential steps in preparing the audience for violent images. 
 
By contrast, the greater length of a documentary film provides an opportunity for 
violent images to be seen in context. When viewers understand the editorial 
imperative of graphic violence, they are more likely to accept it even if they find it 
upsetting or distasteful. Nevertheless, documentary makers should still be 
mindful of audience sensitivities to strong violent images – and documentaries in 
a pre-watershed slot must still ensure the content is appropriate for a general 
audience. Similarly, programmes broadcast immediately post-watershed should 
take care not to place the strongest material too early, before audience 
expectations of the nature of the programme have been properly established. 
 
Research also suggests that the type of documentary makes a difference.  
Audiences are less accepting of violent images in “reality” and observational 
documentaries – particularly of people behaving violently in spite of the presence 
of the camera.   
 
ExpectatiExpectatiExpectatiExpectations of Programme Brandons of Programme Brandons of Programme Brandons of Programme Brand    
The familiarity of a programme brand can have a significant bearing on audience 
expectations and the acceptance of unusually strong subject matter. Well-
established series, such as Panorama, have often built a trust with their audience 
creating license to use violent images to explain stories and investigations in a 
way that might not be acceptable for other programmes.  
 
One-off documentaries which tell compelling stories in the public interest may 
also be granted licence by the audience to challenge them with violent images, so 
long as their purpose can be readily grasped and they are presented in an 
appropriate, non-sensationalised manner. Tone is important - a script which 
over-amplifies powerful scenes and an excitable delivery will often leave 
audiences feeling the item as a whole is inappropriate. 
 
A well-established presenter will be allowed more leeway to introduce strong 
material than relative newcomers.  
 
Audience Expectations OnlineAudience Expectations OnlineAudience Expectations OnlineAudience Expectations Online    
There is an expectation that BBC News has consistent editorial principles and 
standards across its different platforms, whether linear broadcasting or online.  
 
An online story may have the capacity to extend an item further than a linear 
broadcast, but content makers should ensure that the editorial principles that 
underpin judgements on violent content are in line with the linear counterpart.  
 
Users are well aware of strong imagery available elsewhere online, but the BBC 
brand is important as a trusted and judicious provider of content in a world where 
the most extreme images are readily available. 
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Further ReadingFurther ReadingFurther ReadingFurther Reading    
This guidance is informed by the findings of BBC research into the broadcast of 
violent content, contained in the 2010 report Reviewing the Acceptability of 
Violence to Audiences: 
 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/research/violence.pdhttp://downloads.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/research/violence.pdhttp://downloads.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/research/violence.pdhttp://downloads.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/research/violence.pd
ffff        
 
 


